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Key to ^'otation

f: A--B f is a mapplnf^ from
a set A into a set B

(h, j):(S,X, .)--(T,V;, .) h:S--T, j:X--V/

(h,j,k) :(S,X, .,Y,*)--(T,V/, .,7,*) h:S--T, j:X--'./, k:Y--Z

A^B A is isomorphic to E

(S,X, .)«(!, W, .) (S,X,.) is semiautomaton
isomorphic to (T,V;, .)

(S, X, . , p)y (T, V,', . , q) (S,X,.,p) is senimachine
isomorphic to (T,'.', .,q)

(S,X, .,Y,*)y(T/>7, .,Z,*) (S,y,.,Y,*) is automaton
isomorphic to (T,^i,.Z/*)

E(T) input ripht congruence
relative to a subset T
of a state space

K(j,R) quasikernei of a mapoinp;
j and a relation R

K(j) kernel of a mappinK j

e. the equivalc^nce class
containinp the identity
of a semigroup

inCX) * senirin.r: on the pov/er
set of a semi.p:roup X

with union for addition
and elementv'ise
mul t i pi i cation

Hn(X) semirin?< of matrices over
Hl(X) v/ith analogous
matrix operations

b. the subscript of 1 in b

v/herc b is an elementary
basis element of a vector
space of n-tuples
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The automata of this paper are finite in that they

have a finite state space and finitely generated

semigroups. Definitions of these systems and useful

mappings between them are developed and used to examine

thai r properties.

Automata without output are shown to be isomorphic

to some with state spaces tfiat are right congruences when

a start state is designated or mappings from subsets of the

integers into the integers for state spaces otherwise. A

semiring of matrices ovor a semiring is used in the

development of the latter.
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Automata with output are shov;n to be homonorphic to

some v/i th state spaces that are sets of functions from the

input semigroup to mappings from input to output. These

homomorph i sms involve identity mappings on the input ano

output and are shown to indicate "black box" equlvanence

between automata.

The idea of multiprogramming is defined without

recourse to products of automata. Certain products are

shown to be multiprogramming automata. In some cases, the

product is the minimal automaton v/hich can accomplish a

given multiprogramming task.

The ability of a given automaton to act as a

mul 1 1 program.ml ng automaton is Investigated. The existence

of input elements satisfying the condition that, except for

the identity, no power of one is a pov/er of the other is

shown to be necessary but not sufficient. A further

condition is shov/n to be sufficient.

in the case of free semigroups, it is shov/n that

the generators of the input semigroups need not be the same

in the simulated automaton as in the multiprogramming

automaton.

VI 1



INTRODUCTION

This dissertation treats a special class of

automata, finite sequential automata v^ith finitely

generated semigroups of input and output. Because the

terms used in the Theory of Sequential Automata are defined

differently by various authors, they must be defined at the

outset of this paper. Although all semigroups are assumed

herein to have identity elements, this fact v;ill be

emphasized by referring to them as monoids from time to

time. No topology need be assumed for any semigroup or

state space.

The topic is developed by starting with a class

(semimachi nes) of sequential automata with designated start

states and no output. The development continues with an

investigation of the class (semi automata) of sequential

automata with neither start state nor output. in each

case, fiomomorph i sms are investigated and canonical forms

developed.

A semiring of matrices v/ith subsets of semigroups

for entries Is generated during the investigation of

semiautomata. Each semi automaton is shov^/n to have a finite

subset cf these matrices corresponding to it. Any tv;o

semiautomata vnth the same input semigroup are Isomorphic

1
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If and only if they correspond to the same set of these

matrices.

In Chapter 3, the classes (automata and machines)

of sequential automata with output, first without and then

with designated start states are investigated.

Homomorphism is shov^rn to be a sufficient condition for

"black-box" equivalence of sequential automata. Canonical

forms are developed for minimal sequential automata, those

with the smallest number of states v/hich have given input

to output properties. Finally, v;ith the help of the

canonical forms for semimachines and semi automata,

canonical forms are developed for those automata and

machines which are not necessarily minimal.

In Chapter h, the idea of multiprogramming for

sequential automata is explored; first for automata and

machines as developed in the previous chapters and then for

the special case v^here the Input semigroup Is a finitely

generated free monoid. The notion of product is not used

In the definition, but product automata are shov/n to be

examples of multiprogramming automata. The principal

result might loosely be stated, "The most efficient way to

build a machine to do the job of two machines is to put

these tv/o machines into a single box unless there is a more

efficient way to build at least one of the two machines."

Both necessary conditions and sufficient conditions for a

machine to be a multiprogramming machine are investigated.

An example shov/ing that, even in the case of free



semigroups of Input and output, the generators of

semigroups for simulating and simulated m.achines need not

be the same is also important.



CHAPTER 1: PRELIMINARIES

Def i nl tion 1.01 . A Semlautomaton is a triple

(S/X/,) consisting of a non-empty finite set S, a finitely

generated semigroup X, and a function . from SxX into S

with the property that s. (xy)=(s.x) . y for all s in S and

all X and y in X. The set S is called the state space.

The semigroup X is called the input semigroup. Frequently

a finite set of generators of X will be selected and called

the input alphabet. In particular the generators of a free

monoid are thus designated. V/hen an input alphabet is

designated, each generator other than the Identity is said

to have length 1, the identity is said to have length 0,

and length is defined for all other elements of X by the

shortest product of generators. The function Is called the

transition function and its property, s(xy)=(sx)y, the

sequential property. The image under the transition

function will usually be denoted by juxtaposition.

Def ini ti on 1. 02 . A Semimachine is a quadruple

(S,X, .,r) where (S/X,.) is a semlautomaton and r is an

ingresS/ a state such that, for all s in S, there exists an

X in X such that s=r.x. There may be other ingresses but

only the one designated is the start state.

Def ini t i on 1. 03 . An Automaton is a quintuple

(S,X, .,Y,*) where (S,X,.) is a semlautomaton, Y is a

k
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semigroup and the output function * Is a function from SxX

Into Y with the property that, for all s in S and all x and

2 in X, s*(xz)=(s*x) (sx*z) and Y Is the monoid generated by

the range of the output function.

Def Inl t ion 1. OU . A Machine Is a sextuple

(S,X, ., r, Y,*) v/here (S/X/.,Y/*) is an automaton and

(S,X, .,r) Is a semimachlne.

The definitions of the systems are generalizations

of those used by S. Glnsburg (Gl) and A. Ginzburg (G2 and

G3). Ginzburg's definition of semi automaton is restricted

to finitely generated free monoids. GInsburg's complete

sequential machine and Ginzburg's Mealy machine or Mealy

automaton are essentially this paper's automaton restricted

to finitely generated free semigroups of input and either

free monoids or right zero semigroups of output.

GInsburg's quaslmachine Is still more general in that its

state space may be infinite. His abstract machine is less

general In that its output semigroup must be left-

cancellative. (G2 and G3) (Gl) (G2 and G3) (Gl)

Ginzburg's cyclic semi automaton and its generator

are restrictions of this paper's semimachine and its start

state. An extension analogous to that from semi automaton

to automaton leads to the definition of machine.

Def I ni ti on 1. 05 . A Semi automaton Homomorphism is

a pair of mappings (h,j) such that h:S--T, j:X— 1, j Is a

semigroup homomorphism, and (sx)h = (sh) (xj ) . f both h and

J are one-to-one and onto, then the pair (h,j) is a
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semi automaton isomorphism.

Def i ni ti on 1.06. A Semimachine Homonorphism is a

semi automaton homomorphi sm (h, j ) such that the image of the

start state of the first machine is that of the second. If

(h,j) is a semimachine homomorphism and a semi automaton

isomorphism, then it is a semimachine isomorphism.

Def i ni ti on l_.j07.. An Automaton Homomorphism from

(S,X,.,Y,*> to (T,Z,.,W,*) is a triple of mappings (h,j,l<)

such that (h,j) is a semi automaton homomorphism and such

that k:Y-"V.' is a semigroup homomorphism and

(s*x)k-(sh)*(xj ) for all s in S and dll x in X. r'cjLice

tiiat neither the sequential property on the output nor that

k is a semigroup homomorphism implies the other. If k is

a semigroup isomorphism onto V.' and (h,j) is a semi automaton

Isomorphism, then (h,j/k) is an automaton isomorphism.

Dof ini ti on 1. 08 . A f''achine Homomorphism is an

automaton homomorphism (h,j,k) such that (h,j) is a

semimachine homomorphism. If (h,j) is a semimachine

isomorphism and (h,j,k) is an automaton isomorphism, then

(h,j,k) is a machine isomorphism. V/hen the meaning is

clear from the context, i will frequently be used to denote

the identity mapping on one of the state spaces or

semigroups. For example, (i,j,i): (S,X, .,Y,*) — (S,Z,.,Y,*)

would mean a triple consisting of the identity mapping en

S, a mapping from X into Z, and the identity mapping on Y.

Homomorphism is defined for semi automata by

Ginzburg (G3) in an analogous fas!. ion. It has also been
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defined by others (e. g. f'orris (M)) for other types of

automata v/lth only inputs and states. Isomorphism, but not

homomorphi sm, is defined for automata v/i th output by

Hartmanis and Stearns (HS). Ginsburp; (Gl) likewise defines

only the former. Arbib (KFA) defines homomorphism slightly

differently but makes little use of his definition.

Def i ni ti on .1. 09 . A Subsemi automaton of a

semiautomaton {S,y.,.), semimachine (S,X/.,r), automaton

(S,X,.,Y,*), or machine (S, X, . , r, Y, * ) is a semiautomaton

(S',X',.) such that S' is a subset of S, X' is a finitely

generated subsemigroup of X, and the transition functions

agree on the elements of S'xX' and the restricted range is

v/ithin S'.

Def i ni t i on 1.10 . A Subsemi mach i ne of one of these

same systems is a semimachine (S',X',.,q) v/Iiere q is some

element of S (not necessarily r), X' is a finitely

generated subsemigroup of X, and the transition functions

agree on S'xX '
.

Def i ni t i on 1.11 . A Subautomaton of an automaton

(S,X,.,Y,*) or machine (S, X, . , r, Y, *) is an automaton

(S' ,
X

' , . , Y' , *) such that (S',X',.) is a subsemi automaton,

the output functions agree on S'xX*, and the range of the

restricted output function generates Y'.

Cef i ni t i on 1. 12 . A Submachine o^ an automaton or

machine is a machine the automaton of which is a

subautomaton and the semimachine of which is a

subsemlmachlne.
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.Df}f i ni t. i o n 1.13. The Internal Product

Semi automaton of the finite set of somi automata (Sl^Xi^cI)

where 1=1,... ,n, and the Xi are subscnl groups of a

semigroup X such that, for any I, the mapping j which naps

each element of Xi onto itself but maps all other elements

of the union of the XI onto thie identity can bo extorided to

a semigroup homomiorphl sm, is a semi automaton (T,V.', .) where

T is the Cartesian product of the Si, V/ is the subsenii group

cf X generated by the union of the Xi, and the transition

function is defined for each elemerit x of the union of the

Xi by coord i natewi se transilion on all coordiriatos where x

is in the respective Xi and by the identity transition on

all other coordinates and tlie transitiori function is

defined for all other elements by the sequential property.

The internal product soni automaton of a set of

semimacbi ncs, automata, or machines is defined as that of

their semi automata.

if eacli input monoid X' is disjoint ftoni each of

the ctiiers, this product is essentially Cinzburg's direct

product (G3). If tiiero is a pair of input monoids with

elements other than the identity in their intersection, the

effcci of an Input from this intersection is seen in moi'e

than one cf the coordinates. Of particular interest is the

case v.hen X"Xl"...-Xn 'when each input may affect evary

coordinate. An example of this is seen in the

reprcser; tat I ve sern i.na citi ne defined beiov/.

r:
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Def i ni t i on 1. lU . The Internal Product Semimachine

of the finite set of semimachi nes (SI ,X I , . i , qj ), v/here

1=1,... ,n and the XI have the same property as In the

previous definition/ is the semimachine (T/V/^./q) where

(T/V/, .) is the appropriate subautomaton of the Internal

product automaton of the semimachi nes and the start state

q Is (nl/ . . . , qn)

.

Def i ni 1 1 on 1.15. The internal Product Automaton of

the finite set of automata (S I ,X
i , . I , Y i

, * I ) , where

1=1/... ,n, the XI have the same property as in the previous

definition/ and the YI are isomorphic to subsemi groups of

a semigroup Y/ is the automaton (T/W/./Z/*) where (T/VJ/.)

is the internal product semi automaton of the semi automata

(Sl/Xi/.l) and Z is the subsemi g;roup of Y generated by the

Image of TxX under the mapping * defined by extending the

*i such that ( . . . /S i / . . . )*x corresponds to (si)(*i)x for

•-all X in Xi/ provided the output sequential property holds.

The internal product automaton of a set of machines is that

of thei r automata.

Def ini tl on 1.16 . The Internal Product Machine of

the finite set of machines (S
i /X 1 / . I / qi /YI , *!)/ where

I=l/.../n and the XI and Yi have the same properties as in

the previous definition/ is the machine (T,V.'/ ./ q, 7/ *) where

(T/'7/./q) is the Internal product semimachine and

(T/ v.'/ , / 7, *) is a subautomaton of the internal product

automaton

.
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Def i n i ti on 1 . 17 . The Representative Semirriachi ne of

a semi automaton is the internal product semimachine of the

subsemimach ines of the semi automaton starting with each of

its states in turn.

Def i ni ti on 1.18 . The Representative Machine o^ an

automaton is the internal product machine of the

submachines of the automaton starting with each of its

states in tL:rn where the output semigroup is the Cartesian

product of the output semigroups of the respective

submachi nes.



C.MAPThR 2: SEMI MACH I f'FS AMD S FM i AUTOMATA

Section 1.: General Pi scuss i on

The presentation in this chapter does not follov/

the develor>"ient usually made for semi automata v/ith finitely

generated free semigroups of input but does touch on

familiar results. The usual treatment of homomorph i sms is

either to restrict the semigroup homomorphism on the input

to a semigroup isomorphism or to the homomorphism on free

semigroups induced by a mapping of generators into

generators.

The relations on the input semigroup and

equivalence classes are frequently mentioned in connection

with the class of regul ar subsets of a semigroup. The

classic v;orks for regular subsets of finitely generated

free semigroups are those of Kleene (K) and of Rabin and

Scott (RS). McKnight (Mc) has generalized Kleene's

results. A very lucid treatment of regular sets is made by

Ginzburg (G5).

Def in? ti on 2. 01. The Input Right Congruence

relative to a subset T of the state space S of a

semimachlne or semi automaton is an equivalence relation

[:(T) on ti^e input semigroup such ',:hat (x,z) Is in E(T) when

11
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tx = tz for all t In T. Clearly this is a right conp:ruence

relati on.

Proposi tion 2. 02 . If T is a subset of T', then

E(T') is contained in E(T)

.

Proof: Follows immediately from the definition. The

converse does not necessarily hold.

Def ini ti on .2 . 05 . The Input Congruence of a system

with state cpace S Is E(S).

Def ini tion 2. Qtt . The input Right Congruence of a

semimachlne with start state r is F(r), the input right

congruence with respect to the singleton set of the start

state r. Notice that any subset T of the state space S

which contains an element s has the property that F(T)

contains E(S) and is contained in F(s). E(S) is clearly

the intersection over all s in S of the E(s).

Def ini t i on 2. 05 . For any mapping j from a set X to

a set Y and any relation R on Y, the set of all pairs

(x,x') in X with the property that (xj,x'j) is in R is

called K(j,R), the Quaslkernel of j and R, or K(j), the

Kernel of j if R is the identity relation. Morris (N)

defines the kernel In this way. The definition of

quaslkernel is an obvious extension.

Propositi on 2.06 . For any semimachlne (S,X,.,r) or

semiautomaton (S^X,.) the pair of mappings (i,j)/ v/here i

Is the Identity mapping on S, j Is the natural mapping from

the elements of X to the elements of ''/E(S), and the

transition function is the naturally induced s(xj)=sx, is
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a semlmachine or semi automaton homomorphi sm.

SxX ; »-

S

(UJ) I

Sx(X/E(S))—^- S

Proof: If (Y/Y') is in E(S), then for all s in S sx is

also in S and (sx)y= (sx)y ' . Hence E(S) is a congruence

relation, X/E(S) is a semigroup, and j is a semigroup

homomorph i :>iTi.

This result is a special case of a result of

Bednarek and '-'a 11 ace (BV/2). The semigroup of

transformations induced on S by X is isomorphic to X/F(S)

and is called by Ginzburg (G?) the Semigroup of the

semimachine or semi automaton.

Proposition 2.07 . If (h^j) and (h',j') a\e

semlmachine or semi automaton homomorphi sms from CS,X,.,r)

to (S',X',.,r') and thence to (S",X",.,r") respectively or

from (S,X,,) to CS',X',.) and thence to (S",X", .), then

(hh'^jj') is a semimachine or semi automaton homorphism from

(S,X,.,r) to (S",X",.,r) or from (S,X,.) to (S",X",.).

SxX ; -. S

.(h,j)

S'xX'

"(h'.j') h

S"xX"

Proof: (sx)(hh')-((sx)h)h' = ((sh)(xj))h'-((sh)h'((xj)J '^

= (£(hh' )) '.'xC j j '
) ) and in the case of the semimachine

(h",j")
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homomorphism r (hh '
) = ( rh)h ' =r ' h ' = r". T'orris (N) proved this

for acts as a corollary to a lemma.

Proposition 2.08 . If (h, j ) : (S, X, . , q) -•- (T, Y, . , r ) is

a semimachine homomorphism/ then (h^i) is a semimachine

homomorphism from (S,X, .,q) to (T,X,.,r) if the transition

function on the latter is defined by (sh)x=(sx)b and

further (
i , j ) : (T, X, ., r )--(T, Y, . , r ) is a semimachine

homomorphism. Likewise, there is a decomposition of a

semi automaton homomorphism.

(h,j)

TxY

Proof: {(sh)x)i=(sh)x=(sx)h-(sh)(xj)-((sh)i)(xj) and in

the case of the semimachines qh=r and ri=r.

Proposition 2.^9 . If (
i , j ) : (S, W, .

)-- ( S, X, . ) is a

sem.i automaton homomorphism and j maps W onto X and i is the

identity mapping on S,

(S/W/E(S),.)y(S,X/E(S),.).

then W/i:(S)yx/E(S) and

Sxi; -* S

-— s

Sx(X/E(S))-^—— S
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Proof: Let j" be the natural mapping from V/ to W/H(S) and

j' the natural mapping from X to X/E(S). Further let w and

w' be in W. If (v-/,w') is in E(S) then' UC III »l • II \ vv ^ v» / 1 J III I- \ w

s (w( j j • ) ) -s ( (wj ) j ' ) = s (v/j ) =sw = s (v.- j ") = s (w ' j ") = ... =s (w '( J j ')

)

for all s in S. If (v/,v/') is not in F(S), then for some s

In S s(v'(jj'))=s(v/j")^s(w'j")-s(w'(jj')).

Since j, j', and j" are all onto there is exactly one

element of X/E(S) corresponding to any v in V//E(S) and that

is v/(jj') \vhere vi is any element of Vf such that v;j" = v. Mow

s(w(j j
' ) )=s(wj")=sv.
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Section 2: Somlmach! nes

A semlmachine has the simplest structure of all of

the systems here described. It is a basic part of all

systems since for each state q of any system there is a

corresponding subsemimachi ne (S',X,.,q).

Def ini ti on ? . 10 . The Right Congruence Semimachine

is defined for any right congruence relation F with a

finite set of equivalence classes on a semigroup X to be a

semimachine (T,X,.,e.) such that the states are equivalence

classes of E, the start state e. is the equivalence class

containing the identity element e of X/ and the transition

function tal<es (e.,x) to the equivalence class containing x

and (s,x) to the equivalence class containing zx v/here z is

any element of s.

Proposi t i on 2.11 . For any semimachine (S,X,.,r)..

the pair of mappings {h,i), where i is the identity on X

and h maps each s i n S to the set of all x such that rx=S/

Is a semimachine isomorpfiism from (S,X/.,r) to the right

congruence semimachine of F(r).

SxX . -S

u

(h,i) \ hi

(X/E(r))xX ~r—*- X/E(r)
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Proof: For all x In X, x Is an element of (rx)h. If x is

an element of both sh and th, then s=rx=t. x and y are

elements of sh If and only If rx-s=ry. Since re=r^ e Is an

element of rh. If z Is an element of sh, then since z Is

an element of sh zx Is an element of (sh)x and since

sx=( rz)x=r (zx) zx Is an element of (sx)h.

Prppos i 1 1 on 2.12 . Let E and E' be rl^ht congruence

relations with finite numbers of equivalence classes over

a finitely generated semigroup X. Let I be the Identity

mapping on X. If E is a subset of F', then there is a

semlmachine homomorphism (h, i) from the right congruence

semlmachine of E' to that of E. if E Is not a subset of

E'/ then no pair of mappings (h/l) is a semlmachine

homomorphism from the right congruence semlmachine of E to

that of E'.

Proof: Assume (x,y) is in E but not in E'. The equalities

(rx)h=(rh)x and (ry)h=(rh)y must hold and rh must be the

start state of its semlmachine ^or (h,i) to be a

semlmachine homomorphism, but (rh)x^(rh)y while rx=ry.

Assume E Is a subset of E'. Since X/E refines X/F', h can

be defined such that s Is a subset of sh for any s In X/E.

Clearly e is an element of both e and e.h. Since the

transition function of each machine Is defined by right

multiplication, sx is a subset of (sh)x. Since sx Is a

subset of (5x)h and X/F' is a partition, (sh)x=(sx)h.

Proposition 2. l.'?. For any semlmachine (S,X, .,r)

there exists a mapping h frorr X/E(S) to S such that the
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pair (h, i ) is a semimachine homomorphi sm from the right

congruence semimachine of the input congruence v/here i is

the identity on X. Further, for any x in an equivalence

class t, rx=th.

(X/E(S))xX -^— X/E(S)

(h, 1) / hi

SxX •
-. ^ S

Proof: Since n(S) is contained in F(r), by proposition

2.12 there is a semimachine hononorphism (h',1) from

(X/E(S) , X, . ,e) to (X/E ( r)/ X, ., e) . From proposition 2.11

there is an isomorphism (h",i) from (X/E( r) , X, . ,e) to

(S,X,.,r). By proposition 2.07 (h, i )-(h ' h", i i ) is the

required semimachine homomorphi sm. Since any t in X/E(S)

is a subset of th' in X/E(r)/ any x in t is also in th'

which is the sot of al 1 z such that r2=th'h". Hence rx=th.

The representative machine of (S,X,.,r) is clearly

isomorphic to the machine (X/E(S) , X, . .. e) . The

representative machine is maximal in the sense that any

machine having the same semigroup of transformations is one

of Its homomorphic images. Although there is at least one

machine v,'i th as fev/ states as any other v;ith the same

semigroup of transformations, there may be none for v;hich

some semipiachine homomorphism can be found from any other

with the same semigroup.

Proposition 2.1U . Let (S,X,.,q) and (T,X,.,r) be

tv/o semimachines with the same input semigroup. The input
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right congruence of (S,X,.,q) refines that of (T,X/.,r) If

and only If there exists a semlmachlne homomorph I sm (h,I)

from (S,X,.,q) to (T,X,.,r) with I the identity on X.

Proof- By proposition 2.11/ each machine is isomorphic to

the right congruence semlmachlne of its Input right

congruence. Since semlmachlne homomorphi sms compose, there

Is a semlmachlne homomorphism from one semimachine to the

other if and only if there is a corresponding semimachine

homomorphism between right congruence semimachines of their

input right congruences. This, In turn. Is equivalent to

the refinement of E(r) by E(q).

Proposition 2.15 . Let F(q)/ ECr), and E'(r) be the

respective Input right congruences of the machines

(S/X/.^q), (T/Y,.,r)/ and (T,X,./r) of proposition 2.08.

E'(r) is K(j,E(r)).

Proof: For any x and z in X,

rx=(qh)x=(qx)h=(oh) (xj )=r(xj )

.

and

rz=(qh)z=(qz)h=(qh) (z j )=r(zj ) . Hence rx=rz if and only if

r(xj)=r(zj).

Proposi tion 2. 16 . Let (S^X^.^q) and (T/Y/.^r) be

semimachines. If there is a semimachine homomorphism (h/j)

from the former onto the latter, then the input right

congruence of the former refines the quasikernel of j and

the input right congruence of the latter. If there is a

semigroup homomorphism from X onto Y such that the Input

right congruence of the former refines the quasikernel of

j and the input right congruence of the latter, then there
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Is a mapping h from S onto T such that (h,j) is a

semlmachlne homomorphl sm.

Proof: Assume that there is a semigroup homomorphism j

such that E(a) refines the quasikernel of j and E(r). The

mapping h defined by (rx)h=n(xj) for each rx in S is the

mapping such that (h,j) is a semimachine homomorphism. The

remainder of the proof follows directly from propositions

2.08, 2.114, and 2.15.

Proposition 2.17. If (
i , j ) : (S//, . , r ) -- (S, X, . , r ) is

a semimachine homomorphi sm, then V.'/E(S) ^X/ECS) and

vv/ r. <. r ;, i'.7tn.S) , .,e; = k a/E t.r;, X/F(b;/ ./ e)

.

Sxh' ; S

( i , j )

SxX

(V//E(r))x(W/E(S))

u

(X/E(r))x(X/E(S)) .
* X/E(r)

Proof: Since any state in S can be expressed as rw or rx

j is necessarily onto. The rest of the proof follows

directly from 2.09 and 2.11.

Right congruence semimachines can be considered

canonical forms for semimachines. Each semimachine is

isomorphic to the right congruence semimachine of its input

right congruence. All of the prooertles of a semimachine

qua semimachine are those which are preserved by the

Isomorphism from a semimachine to its canoiilcal form.
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Proposition 2.16 gives a criterion for the existence of

homomorph i sins in terms of right congruences.
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Spcti on 3.: Semi automata

A semiautomaton with at least one ingress can be

Investigated by treating it as a machine with one of its

ingresses as start state. Decomposing a semiautomaton into

semimachines does not preserve all of the characteristics

of a semiautomaton unless correspondences are defined

between the states of each semimachine and the set of

semimachi nes.

Consider the following illustration of the

difficulty: Let X be the commutative semigroup with three

elements such that ee=e, ea=ab=a, and eb=aa=bb=b. Let the

transition function for the machines ({ 1, 2, 3/ H }, X, . ) and

({ 5, 6, 7, 8 }, X, . ) be given by the Cayley tables:

e a b e a b

111 2 1 515 6 5

212 12 61656
313 12 717 6 5

li|fil2 8185 6

{{e,b},{a}}=X/F(l)=X/E(2)=X/E(5)=X/E(6),

{{e }, {a} , {b}} =X/E(3)=X/E(it)=X/F:(7)=X/F(8).

But no isomorphism exists since 2a = 3a = '4a?*la while

6a = 8ai*7a-5a

.
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In pursuit of a canonical form similar to the rij^ht

congruence semimach i ne it v/i 1 1 be convenient to examine the

following system expressed in terms of finite dimensional

vector spaces:

Let B be a basis of a finite dimensional vector space V and

A be a semigroup of linear transformations of V with the

property that, for all (b,a) in ^xA, ba is in B. Clearly

(B,A, .) is a semi automaton.

ProDos i t i on 2.18 . For any semi automaton (S,X,.)

v;Ith n stateS/ any basis P of an n-dimensional vector space

V, and any one-to-one mapping h from S to B, the mapping j

from X into the set of linear transformations on V defined

by (sh) (xj )=(sx)h is a semigroup homomorphi sm. A fortiori:

(h^j) is a semi automaton homomorphism and the sen! automaton

homomorphism (h, i ) : (S, X, .
)--( B, X, . ) is a ser^i automaton

isomorphi sm.

Proof: For each x in X there is a unique linear

transformation carrying each sh of B to (sx)H. Let j be

the mapping which carries each x I n X to this

transformation. That Is to say: (sx)h=( sh) (xj ) . For any

x and z In X, (xj ) (zj )=(xz) j since for each s in S

( sh ) (xj ) (z j ) = ( ( sx ) h ) (z j ) = ( ( sx)z ) h = ( s ( xz ) ) f- ( sh) ( ( xz ) j )

.

The existence of the semi automaton homomorphism (h/i)

-follows from proposition 2.08. Since h is one-to-one anci

ontO/ (h, i ) is a semi automaton isomorphism.

V.'hen the vector space is the set of n-tuples over

a field and the basis is the elementary 'o3siS/ then the
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matrices of the linear transformations give a peculiarly

graphic picture of the semi automaton. This representation

is well known In some circles. (A) In this case,

multiplication of an n-tuple by a matrix amounts to

selecting a rov; of the matrix since each n-tuple consists

of a single 1 and several O's. Hence, each rov/ of every

matrix must be a member of the elementary basis. Since the

only elements of the field that are used In this

construction are the zero and the one, the set of n-tuples

over any semiring with zero and one which coi .esponcfe to the

elementary basis of a vector space and these same linear

transformations are Isomorphic to this construction.

In this case the mapping j is a representation of

X by a Rees matrix semigroup over a group v/ith zero since

the set with elements and 1 under multiplication is such

and only one element of each row is nonzero. The

representation is faithful when X^y^/FAS)

.

The following semiring of matrices over a semiring

of subsets of a semigroup provides a useful tool for the

next step In the development of a canonical semi automaton.

Consider the power set of a semigroup X under the

operations of union and setwise multiplication Hl(X). Both

operations are associative. Union Is commutative.

Multiplication distributes over union. The empty set is

the zero and the singleton set of the Identity of X is the

identity of HKX).
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Definition 2.19 . For any monoid X, Hl(X) is thus

def i ned

.

Since the distr ibut i v i ty of the usual matrix

product over addition depends only on the above properties

of a semiring/ the n by n matrices Hn(X) over Hl(X) with

union defined coord inatewise and multiplication defined by

AB(i;l<)= U A(i;j)B(j;I<) is a semiring.

Definition 2.20 . Hn(X) is thus defined.

Kameda (Ka) has independently developed several

matrices over sets which relate regular expressions of

input to regular events over the output alphabet. One of

these matrices resembles matrices of l-ln(X).

Investigation of all of the properties of Hn(X) is

beyond the scope of this paper. Some properties which are

not necessary for proofs will be mentioned to provide a

more graphic picture of the development of a canonical

form. Definitions may be considerably more general than

absolutely necessary.

Def in i t ion 2.21 . Multiplication of an n-tuple s

over HKX) and a matrix z in Hn(X) is defined such that

sz(j) is the union of tlie s(i)z(i;j) where i=l,...,n. This

is analogous to multiplication of a vector by a matrix when

both are over a field.

Proposition 2.22 . A matrix P is a right unit if

and only if every entry except one in each row and in each

column is the empty set and every nonempty entry is a set

of right units which have a common right inverse.
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Proof: Let Q be a right inverse of P. Each diagonal entry

of PQ Is the singleton set of the identity of X. Hence for

each i there must be a j such that P(i;J)Q(j;i) is this

singleton set; hence neither P(i;j) nor 0(j;i) can be empty,

but rather all of the elements of P(i;j) must be left

inverses of all the elements in Q(j;i). Since for all kj^I

P(k; j )Q(J; i ) must be empty and 0(j;i) is not empty P(k;j)

must be empty. Since the number of rows is the same finite

number as the number of columns/ only one j can correspond

to a single i in the previous statements.

In HKX) there will be one-sided units if X has

one-sided units. In this case the definition of similarity

of matrices usually formulated does not necessarily give an

equivalence relation. For example, if X is the bicyclic

semigroup with ab=eji*ba and y Is said to be similar to x if

there are elements p and q such that pq=e and xq=ay. Since

p must be some power of a and q must be the same power of

b, the set of elements of X similar to any given x will

Include x^ axb, aaxbb, etc. For any x in X, x is similar

to bxa but bxa is not similar to x. To avoid this

difficulty the definition of similarity will be restricted

to two-sided units.

Def ini tion 2.23 . The matrices A and P in Hn(X) are

Similar if there are matrices P and in Hn(X) such that

PQ=QP=I where I is the identity of Hn(X) and AO=QB.

It should be noted that Hn(X) has no one-sided

units if X has none. This is because
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P(i ; j )Q( j ; i )=Q( J; i )P( i ; J ) Is either empty or the singleton

set of the identity of X.

Def ini tion 2 . 2 'i The matrices A and B in Hn(X) are

Strictly Similar if there are matrices P and in '-"nCX)

such that each nonempty entry of P is the singleton set of

the identity of X and PC- ! and A=PBO. Clearly B=QAP and

Is the transpose of P. Strictly similar implies similar.

If, as in the case of free semigroups, there are no units

other than the identity, then strict similarity and

similarity are equivalent.

Def Ini tion 2 . 25 . In Hn(X), the partial order <, is

defined by A^B when AUB=B.

Proposi tion 2.26 . if A<.B, then AC<.BC and CA<.CB.

Proof: (AC)U(yC)=(AU!OC=BC and (CA)U(CB)=C(AUB)=CB.

Proposi ti on 2.27 . Let (S,)', .) be a semi automaton.

Let B be the elementary basis of n-tuples over a field.

Let j ba a semigroup homomorphism as defined in proposition

2.18. Define m':X--Hn(X) such that every entry of xm' is

an empty set or a singleton set of x as the corresponding

entry of xj is a zero or one respectively. m' Is a

semigroup homomorphism from X into the multiplicative

semigroup of Hn(X).

Proof: (xy)m' has singleton sets of xy and empty sets in

exactly those places that (xy)J has ones and zeros

respectively. The product of xm' and ym' has singleton

sets of xy and empty sets in exactly those places that the
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product of xj and yj has ones and zeros respectively.

Since (xy) j =(xj ) (yj ), it must follow that

(xy)n-!' = (xm' ) (ym' )

.

Proposition 2. 28. Let (S,X,.) be a semi automaton.

Let m' be the semigroup homomorphism defined in proposition

2.27. Let m:Hl(X)--Hn(X) be defined so that for any non-

empty subset a of X am=U{xm'|xe a}and m maps the empty set

to the n-by-n matrix of empty sets. m is a semirin,!^

homomorphi sm.

Proof: (3Ub)m = l){ xm' I xe ( aUb)} = (U{ xm' | xca} )U(U{ xm' | xeb} )

= (am)!J(bm). Since (xy)rn' = (xm' ) (ym' ) by proposition 2.27/

(ab)m= {xm'Ixeab} = { (xy)m' | xea, ycb} = { (xm' ) (ym' ) | xea, yeb}

={xm' I xea} { ym' | yeb} =(em) (bm)

.

Proposition 2.29 . Let (S/X,.) be a semi automaton.

Let G be a finite set of generators for X. Let m and m' be

defined as in proposition 2.28. Define M(0) to be the

Image under m of the identity element of X. Define f'Un) to

be the Image under m of the set of all words i n X of length

less than or equal to n with respect to the input alphabet

G. The n~th power of M(l) is M(n).

Proof: The case when n=l is trivial. Assume the case for

n-1 and calculate the product f.(n-3)M(l). If x in X is of

length n or less, then there is a y of length n-1 or less

and a z of length 1 or less such that x=yz. xm'<.M(n) only

If ym'a.Un-i) and zm'<.M(l).

Conversely, if ym'<MCn-l) and zm'aUl), then (yz )m' <. ?'(n)

.

M(n)=M(n-l)M(l).
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Proposition 2.30 . In the notation of propositions

2.28 and 2.29, Xm is the limit as n increases v/ithout bound

of M{n).

Proof: Every x in X is a product of a finite sequence of

generators. Therefore Xn^UM(n). Since each M(n) is

clearly contained in Xm, Xm=UM(n).

Proposi t i on 2.31 . Continuing the notation of

propositions 2.27 through 2.30 and adding the notation:

M=Xm and b is the integer such that b(h.) = l, M(sjh;th.) is the

set of all X in X such that sx=t.

Proof: Multiplication by sh is equivalent to selecting the

sji-th rov/ of a matrix. The sh.-th row of xj will be th If

and only if sx = t. in other v/ords the ^-th entry of the

^-th row of xj is 1 and the same entry of the same row xm'

is the singleton set of x if and only if sx = t. M(sJi;tJ].) is

by definition the union of the corresponding entries for

all X in X but only those x for which sx=t have a non-empty

entry in this position.

Proposi ti on 2.32. Let k' nov/ be defined to be any

one-to-one mapping of the state space of (S,X,.) onto the

integers 1 through n where n=iS|. Let k now be defined so

that it is that mapping from S into the set of functions

from X to the integers 1 through n such that the image of

X under the mapping sk (notation: x:(sk)) is (sx)k'. The

pair of mappings (k,i) v/here i is the identity mapping on

X is a semi automaton isomorphism from (S,X,.) to (Sk,X,.)

v.'ith the naturally induced transition function (sk)x = (sx)k.
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Proof: If s?^t, then (se)k ' =sk Vtk' = ( te)k ' and hence

e: (sk)j*e : ( tk) . The remaining properties of a semi automaton

isomorphism follow directly from the hypotheses.

Proposi tion 2.33 . Let the notation be as in

proposition 2.32. For ail x and y in X,

(xy) : (sk)=y: ((sx)k)

.

Proof: (xy):(5k)=(s(xy))k'=((sx)y)k'=y:((sx)k).

Proposi ti on 2. 3't . If k and k' are defined as in

proposition 2.32 and s
k

' = s h in the notation of proposition

2.31/ then x is an element of M(^h.; x:(sk) ).

Proof: By proposition 2.32, x; (sk) =(sx)k '= (sx)h . Py

proposition 2.31, x is an element of M(sJi; (sx)h )

.

Proposi ti o n .? ..35. Let the mappings h and m and the

matrix f' be those defined in propositions 2.27, 2.28, and

2.29 relative to (S,X,.) and h", m", and M" be those

relative to {T,X,.). Let n= | S I >.n"= |T| . The existence of

an n" by n matrix P over Hl(X) and its transpose such

that every column of P has n"-l empty sets and one

singleton set of the identity e of X for entries and PMQ=M"

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of a mapping g from S onto T such that (g,i) is a

semi automaton homomorphi sm. ,

Proof: Assume that (g/i) is a semimachine homomorphism

from (S,X,.) onto (T,X,.). Since g is onto and h and h"

are both onto and one-to-one, there is a mapping p from the

first n positive integers to the first n" such that

shp= sgh" for all s in S. Let P be defined so that P(.),j")
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is the singleton set of e if j"p=j and is the empty set

otherwise. Let x be any element of M"( th" ; vh" )^ There

exists an element s of S such that sp: = t. Since g is a

semimachine homomorphi sm, (sx)g=v. The mapping p v;as

defined so that shp= th" and sxh p=vh" . x is an element of

M(sh;sxh)= P( th"; sh)f/(sh; sxh)0(sxh; vh")< PMQ( th" ; vh") .

Hence f'"<.PMO.

Assume now that x is not an element of r'( th"; vh") . If

sg = t, then (sx)g/*v and sxh PT^vh" . For all s such that sg = t,

x is only in rUsh;sxh) and PC^h^; sh)M(^; SiLh)0( sxh; vji!!) is

empty.

Hence PMO^M". It has now been shown that ^'" = PNiO if (g, i)

is a semimachine homomorph i sm.

Mext assume the existence of the matrix P with the stated

properties. Let p be defined such that- P(Jp;j) is a

singleton set for each j<.n. Lot g be defined such that

,sho = sgh" for all s in S.

Since P(shp;sh)M(sh;sxh )Q(,sxh; sxhp)

<M"(shp; sxh p)=M"( sgh" ; sxgh" ) , exe=x is an element of

M"(sgh"; sxgh" ). Since x is in M"(UV:;vhli) only if tx = v,

(sg)x = (sx)g and hence (g/i) is a semi automaton

homomorphi sm.

Proposi t ion 2.36 . Let the notation be as in

proposition 2.35. M is strictly similar to fV if and

only if there is a mapping g frorr S to T such that (g/i) is

a semimachine isomorphism.
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Proof: This is the special case of prooosition 2.35 where

n=n". The mapping p is a permutation. The matrix P is

a unit of Mn(X).

Any semi automaton which is the ima;<e under the

semlautomaton isomorphism (k,i) of proposition 2.3? can be

considered a canonical form. The canonical form is unique

up to permutations of 1 throu?.h n. The properties of a

semiautomaton qua semlautomaton are preserved by the

Isomorphism from a semiautomaton to Its canonical form.

Tven as the transition function of a canonical form of a

semimachine could be determined from the states, the

transition function of a canonical form of a semiautomaton

can be determined from Its states.

Proposition 2.3U ties each canonical form to a

matrix over K1(X). Proposition 2.35 then provides a

characterization of homomorphism in terms of these

matrices. For semiautomata with different input

semigroups, there must be a semigroup homomorphism j such

that each equivalence class of the quasi kernel of j and of

the matrix of the image automaton Is the corresponding

entry of the matrix PMO of the preimage automaton.



CHAPTER 3: MACHIMES AND AUTOMATA

Spct i on 1: General Dl scuss ion

The first difference between the results of this

chapter and analogous results is that the definitions are

more general. V'hen the case of finitely generated free

semigroups of input and output Is treated, the egdulk

automaton Is Isomorphic to a milnimal automaton and also has

in its definition all information about the transition and

output functions. Ginsburg (Gl) and Booth (B) make clear

presentations of the more usual treatment of minimization.

Two states s and t are equivalent If there are mappings c

and c' with the property of c In definition 3.05 from their

respective state spaces Into the state space of some

automaton such that sc=sc'.

ProDos I ti on 3. 01 . If (h,i,i) is a machine

homomorphism from (S,X, . ,q, Y, * ) onto (T, X, . , r, Y, * ) or an

automaton homomorphism from (S,X,.,Y,*) onto (T,X,.,Y,*),

then for each state s In S and each x In X, s*x=(sh)*x.

Proof: (sh)*x=(sh)*(xi)=(s*x)I=s*x.

Proposition 3.02 . If (h,j,k) and (h',j',k') arc

machine or automaton homomorph I sms from (S, X, . , r, Y, * ) to

(S',X', .,r',Y',*) and thence to ( S", X",
. , r", Y", *

)

respectively or from (S,X,.,Y,*) to CT '
.. X ' , . , Y ', *) and

33
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thence to (S", X", ., Y", *), then (hh ', j j M<k ' ) is a machine

or automaton homomorphism from (S, X, . , r, Y, *) to

(S",X",.,r",Y",*) or from (S,X,.,Y,*) to (S", X",
. , Y", *)

.

S

k"

Proof: By proposition 2.07, (sx) (Hh ' ) = (s(hh' ) ) (x( j
j

' ) ) and

in the case of the machine homomorphism r(hh')=r".

By the definitions, (s*x) (kk ' )=( (s*x) k )
k

' = ( ( sh)* (xj ) )
k

'

=((sh)h')*((xj)j ')=(s(hh'))*(x(jj')).

Proposi tion 3. 03. If (h, j , k) : (S, X, . , q, Y, *) --

(T, V.', . , r, Z, *) is a machine homomorphism which is onto, then

(i,i,k) is a machine homomorphism from (S, X, . , q, Y, *) onto

(S, X, ., q, Z, # ) if the output function on the latter is

defined by s^x=(s*x)k and further (h, j , i ) : (S, X, ., q, Z, # )-~

(T, W, ., r, Z, *) is a machine homomorphism. There is a like

decomposition of an automaton homomorphism.

s
^'

: SxX

(h,j) i

Proof: i' s#x) i =s#x=(s*x)k = (sh)* (xj ) and in the case of

machines qi-q and qh=r.
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Proposition 3.0'> . If (h, j , i ) : (S, X, . , q, 7, # )--

(T^ V/, . , r, Z, *) is a machine homomorphism which is onto, then

(h,i,i) is a machine homomorphism from (S, X, . , q, Z, # ) onto

(T, X, ., r, Z, *) if the transition and output functions on the

latter are defined by (sh)x=(sx)h and (sh)*x=s#x and

further (i/j/i) is a m.achine homomorphism from

(T,X, .,r,Z,*) onto (T,W, . , r, 7, * ) .

Proof: Proposition 2.08 provides the proof for the

transition functions and, in the case of the machines, the

start states. For the output functions

(s#x)i=s'^x=(sh)*x=(sh)*(xi

)

and

((sh)*x)i=(s#x)i=(sh)*{xj)=((sh)i)*(xj).

Def ini ti on 3. 05 . A machine (S, X, . , q, Y, *) is

Minimal if therv-^ is no machine (T,X, . , r, Y, *) such that

|T!<|S| and (ex) *y= ( rx) *y for all x and y in X. A minimal

machine is as small as any machine v/hich, having read in x,

maps y to (ax)*y.

Def ini ti on 3. 06 . An automaton (S,X,.,Y,*) is

Minimal if there is no automaton (T,X,.,', *) vi th mapping
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c from S Into T such that |T|<|S| and (sx)*y=( (sc)x)*y for

all s. in S and all x and y in X.
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Sect! on 7.' Automata

Let T be a finite set of mappings from a finitely

generated semigroup X onto a finite set of functions from

X to a finitely f!;enerated semigroup Y such that T has the

following properties: Y Is the semigroup generated by the

union of the ranges of the functions in the range of the

mappings in T. For each t in T and each x in X there is a

t' in T such that, for all y in X, yl'=(xy)t. The image

(y2):xt of yz in X under the mapping xt is equal to the

product in Y of y:xt and 2:(xy)t.

Def i ni ti on 3.07 . An Egdulk Automaton is an

automaton (T,X,.,Y,*) v/here T is a set of mappings as

described above and the transition function . is defined

such that, for all y in X y(t.x)=(xy)t and the output

function is defined by t*x=x:et.

The sequential property is demonstrated by: For all z in X,

z(t. (xy))=((xy)z)t=(x(yz))t=(y2)(t.x)=z((t.x).y).

The output sequential property is demonstrated by: Since

(ex)t = (xe)t = e(tx),

t*(xz)=(xz):et=(x:et)(z:(ox)t)=(t*x)(z:e(tx))=(t*x)(tx*z).

Proposi ti on 3.08. Let (S,X,.,Y,*) be an automaton.

Let h be a mapping from S into the set of mappings from X

Into the set of functions from X into Y with the property

that any x in X is napped by sh to the function which maps
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any y in X to y :x(sh) =(sx)*y. (h,l,l) is an automaton

homomorph I sm from (S,X/.,Y,*) onto the egdulk automaton

(Sh,X, .,Y,*).

Proof: Each i is a semigroup homomorphi sm. For each s in

S and X in Y., (s*x) i = (se)*x = x :e(sh) = (sh) *x and for each y

and z in X 2:y((sx)b) = ((sx)y)*7: = (s(xy))*2 = z:(xy)(sh)

=2:y((sh)x)=z:y((sh)(xi)).

Proposition 3.09 . Let (S,X,.,Y,*) and (S',X,.,Y,*)

be automata and h and h' be the respective mappings from

them to egdulk automata. Let h" be a mapping from S to S'.

If (h",i,i) is an automaton homomorphi sm, then h=h"h'.

Proof: For all s In S and all x and y in X, y:x(s(h"h'))

= y:x((sh")h') = ((sh")x)*y = ((sx)h")*y = ( (sx)h")* (y i ) =

((sx)*y)i = (sx)*y = y:x(sh).

ProDosi ti on 3.10 . An automaton is minimal if and

only if the homomorphism (h,i,i) of proposition 3.08 is an

automaton isomorphism.

Proof: If (h,i,i) is not an isomorphism, then |ShI<|SI.

By proposition 3.01, (S,X,.,Y,*) is not minimal.

Assume that (S,X,.,Y,*) is not minimal and let c be the

mapping of definition 3.06. Let s and s' be distinct

elements of S such that sc=s'c. Then h is not one-to-one

since y:x(sh)=(sx)*y=((sc)x)*y=((s'c)x)*y=(s'x)*y=y:x(s'h).
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Sect? on 3.: Mach I nes

Def i ni ti on 3.11 . An Egdulk State is a mapping r

from a finitely generated semigroup X onto a finite set of

functions from X to a finitely generated semigroup Y with

the following properties: The union of the ranges of the

functions in the range of r is a set of generators of Y.

For all X, y, and z in X, (yz):xr is the product in Y of

y:xr and z:(xy)r.

Proposi ti on 3.12 . Fvery state t of an egdulk

automaton (T,X,.,Y,*) is an egdulk state which maps X into

a set of functions from X into a subsemigroup Y' of Y.

Proof: Let t be any state in T. For all y, y, and z in X^

(yz):xt is the product of y:xt and z:(xy)t from definition

3.07. Let A be a finite set of generators of X. Since

there are a finite number of distinct functions xt where x

is in X and each z:xt can be written as a finite product of

a:xt, b:(xa)t, c : (xab) t, . . . , and g:(xab...f)t where

2=abc...fg and a, b, c, . . . ^ f, and g are elements of A, the

set of all elements a:xt such that a Is in A and x in X is

a finite set of generators of Y'. Hence Y' is finitely

generated.

ProDosi ti on 3. 13 . If r is an egdulk state and T is

the set of all functions t such that there exists an x In

X for which yt = (xy)r for all y In X, then ''T,X,.,Y/*) is an
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and y in X

.

Proof: For each t in T there Is an x in X such that for

each y in X yt=(xy)r. The set of ranges of the functions

In the ranges of the mappings in T Is equal to the set of

ranges of the functions in the range of r. The function t'

with the property that 2t'=((xy)2)r for all z In X Is an

element of T. For all z in X, zt ' = ( (xy)z ) r = (x(yz) ) r = (yz ) t.

For all z and w in X, (zv/) :yt = (zv/) : (xy) r which is the

product in Y of z:(xy)r and w:((xy)z)r, and further

z:(xy)r = z:yt while v/: ( (xy )z ) r=v,': (x( yz ) ) r=w: (yz ) t

.

Therefore T is a set of mappings for v/hlch the transition

and output functions of definition 3.07 can be defined.

Def Ini t i on 3. lU . An Egdulk Machine is a machine

(T,X, ., r, Y, *) where r and (T,X,.,Y,*) are as in proposition

3.13.

Proposi tion 3. 15 . Let (S, X, . , q, Y, *) be a machine.

Let r be the mapping from X to the set of functions from X

to Y defined by y:xr=(qx)*y for all x and y In X. Let h be

defined such that qh--r and y( (nx) h) = (xy) r for all x and y

in X. The mapping r is an egdulk state and (h,l,i) Is a

machine homomorphi sm.

Proof: For any state s in S there Is a z in X such that

s=qz. y:x(sh) = y:x((qz)h) = v:Czx)r = (qzx)*y = (sx)*y

for all X and y in X. (Sh^X,.,Y,*) is an autonaton and

(h^l^i) Is an automaton homomorphism by proposition 3,^8.

By proposition 3.1?, r is an egdu'ik state. By proposition
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machine. Since qh=r, (h^i^i) is a machine homomorphi sm.

ProDosi tion 3. 16 . Let (S^ X, ., q, Y, *) and

(S'z X, .,q ', Y, *) be machines and h and h' be the respective

mappings from them to egdulk machines. Let h" be a mapping

from S to S'. If (h,i,i) is a machine homomorphi sm^ then

h=h"h'.

Proof: Proposition 3.09.

Proposition 3.17 . A machine is minimal if and only

if the homomorphism (h,i,i) of proposition 3.15 Is a

machine isomorphism.

Proof: If (h, I^i) is not a machine Isomorphism^ then

IShKISj. By proposition 3.01, (S,X, ., q, Y, *) is not

minimal .

Assume that (S, X, ., q, Y/ *) is not minimal. Let

(T,X, ./ r, Y, *) be a machine such that iT|<|S| and

(qx)*y=(rx)*y for all x and y in X. Let x and z be

elements of X such that qx and qz are distinct v/hlle rx = rz.

y:x(qh) = {qx)*y = (rx)*y = (rz)*y = (az)*y = y:z(ah) for

all y in X. The mapping h is not one-to-one.
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Sect! on i: Semitnachl nes and Semi automata

The definitions provide that (S,X,.) is the

semi automaton, (S,X,.,q) is the semimachine, and

(S,X,.,Y,*) is the automaton of the machine (S, X, . , a, Y, *)

while (S.v, .) is the semi automaton of the automaton

(S,X,.,Y,*). The propositions of Chapter 2 can be applied

to the machines and automata of Chapter 3 with the help of

proposition 3.18.

Proposition 3.18 . If (h,i) is a semimachine or

semiautomaton isomorphism and (sh)*y=s*y, then (h, i,i) is

a machine or automaton isomorphism.

Proof: (s*x) i =s*x"(sh)*x = (sh) • (xi ) . The rest follows from

the def ini ti ons

.

Each machine defines an input ripht congruence F:(r)

and an input congruence E(S). A machine is isomorphic to

a machine with a right congruence semimachine for its

semimachine by proposition 2.11 and is a homomorphic image

of a machine which has as its semimachine the right

congruence semimachine of the input congruence of the

former machine by proposition 2.13.

Proposi t i on 3.19 . The Input right congruence of

any machine refines that of its egdulk machine.

Proof: (h,i,i) of proposition 3.15 is a machine

homomorph i sm. (h,I) is a semimachine homomorphi sm. Py
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proposition 2.1U, the former input right congruence refines

the latter.

The semi automaton of each automaton is isomorphic to a

semi automaton of the type described in proposition 2.32.

Using proposition 3. 18, a canonical form with functions

into the integers for states can be defined.



CHAPTER it: M'JLT I PROnPAMMI MG

Sect? on 1: Heneral Pi scuss i on

Def ini t i on '» . 1 . A Mul t i profrran^mi ng Machine is a

machine (S ' .X ' , . , p, Y', *) v/ith submachine (S, X, ., p, Y, * ) such

that there exist machines (V, A, ., o, ^v *) snH (V/, C, ., r, n, * )

v/here A and C are contained in X and B and D in Y and

semigroup homomorphi sms j:X--A, k:Y--R/ j':A--r, and k':Y-

-D such that aj=a and aj'=p for all a in A^ bk=b and bk'=e

for all b in B, cj=e and cj'=c for all c in C, dk=e and

dk*=d for all d in D, and such that (o(x j )
) * (yj ) =( ( px) *y)k

and (r(xj '))*(yj ') = ((px)*y)k' for all x and y in X. The

first machine is said to simulate the last tv/o.

Def I ni t i on '1.02 . A Mul t i prop:rammi ng Automaton is

an automaton (S ' ,X ' , .
,
Y

'^ *) with subautomaton (S,X,.,Y,*)

such that there exist automata (V,A, .,B,v.) and (W,C,.,n,*)

where A and C are contained in X and 9 and in Y and

semigroup homomorphi sms j:X--A, k:Y--B, j':X--C, and k':Y-

-D and relations H and M in 5;xV and <5xV7 such that aj=a and

aj'=o for all e In A, bk=b and bk'=e for all b in B, cj=e

and cj'-c for all c in C, dk=p and dk'=d for all d in D,

there exists an s in S for each (v,w) in VxV such that

(s,v) is in G, and (S/W) is in f'/ ( (sx ) *y) k = (v(xj ) )* (yj )

for all X and y in X and all (s,v) In C, and

Ilk
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((sx)*y)k'=(wCxj '))*(yj ') for all x and y in X and all

(S/W) In H. The first automaton is said to simulate the

last tv/o.

In less precise lanpiuage, a mul ti prop;rammIng

automaton is one which can simulate two other automata

operating independently, starting at any given state and

each receiving its inputs v/hile disregarding inputs to the

other. One or both of thrse may in turn be a

multiprogramming automaton so that one automaton may be

capable of simulating any finite number of automata.

There may be states in S which are not related by

G or H to any states of V or '•'. There may be inputs in X'

or outputs in Y' that are not in the semigroups generated

by AUC and BUD. In this way, a multiprogramming automaton

may be able to do more than simulate tv/o automata operating

independently. In particular, there may be control inputs

which may interact v/ith the elements of A and C.

This section treats the case where S=S', X=X', and

Y=Y'. The addition of extra states does not change the

properties of the other states. Adding elements to the

input semigroup may affect several of the properties of the

system. Additional output elements may be included with

added input elements. The hypotheses will include any

needed references to these semigroups.

ProDosi ti on U . n 3 . Let ( V, A, . , q, '^, + ) ard

(V.', C, . , r, n, *) be machines. Let X be the free product

monoid or A and C, that is, every element of X can he
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written uniquely as a product of elements of AUG no two

adjacent terms in the product beins both from A or both

from C where the Identity element of X is in both A and C.

Let Y be the free product monoid of R and D. The machine

(VxW/X, ., (q^ r), Y^*), the Internal product machine of the

first twO/ Is a multiprogramming machine which simulates

them.

Proof: Let j and j' be the mappings from X into A and C

defined such that aj=a^ cj=e, (xc) j=(cx) j=xj

,

(ax)j=(aj)(xj), (xa)j=(xj)(aj), aj'=e, cj'=c,

(cx)j' = (cjM(xj'). (xc)j'=(xj')(cj'), and

(xa) j
' = (ax) j '=xj '/ for all a In A, c in C^ and x In X.

Both j and j' are clearly semigroup homomorphi sms. Since

(v,w)ax=(va,w)x=(v(aj),w)x and (v,w)cx=(v,wc)x=(v,w(cj ' ) )x

for all (v,w) In VxW, a I n A^ c in C, and x In X^

(q,r)x=(q(xj),r(xj')) and (v,w)x=(v(xj ),w(xj ' ) ) for all x

in X and (v/W) In VxW.

Let l< and l< ' be the mappings from Y Into R and D defined

such that bk=b, dk=e, (yd)k=(dy)k=yk, (by)k=(bk) (yk),

(yb)k=(yk)(bk), bk'=e, dk'=d, (dy)k' =(dk' ) (yk* )

.

(yd)k'=(yk')(dk')/ and (by)k'=(yb)k' =yk' , for all b In B,

d in D, and x In X. Both k and k' are clearly semigroup

homomorphi sms. Since (v,w)*(acx) «

((V/W)*a)(((v^w)a)*c)(((V/W)ac)*x)

((v,w)*a)((va,w)*c) ((va,wc)*x) = (v*a) (w*c) ( (va,wc)*x) and

similarly (v,w)*(cax) = (w*c) (v*a) (

(

va,wc)*x) v;hlle

(v*a)k=v*a, (v*a)k' =e=(v/*c)k, and (w*c)k'=w*c for all (v,w)
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In VxW, a in A, c in C, and x In X, it follows that

(((q.r)x)*y)k = ((o(xj),r(xj'))*y)k = (a(xj))*(yj) while

(((q,r)x)*y)k' = (r(xj'))*(yj ').

Proposition k.Oh . Let (V, A, .,p, *) and (W,C,.,r,*)

be automata. Let X be the free product monoid of A and C

and Y the free product monoid of R and D. The automaton

(VxVI, X, . , Y, *) , the internal product automaton of the first

tv/o, is a multiprogramming automaton v/hich simulates them.

Proof: Let G be the set of all ((V/W),v) and H be the set

of all ((v,w),w) v/ith (v,w) in VxV/. Define the semigroup

homomorph i sms j, j', k, and k' as in the proof of

proposition U.03. if (s,v) Is in G, then there is a vi In

V^ such that s = (v,v/). Hence, by proposition 4.03, ((sx)*y)k

= ( ( (v,v/)x)*y)k = (v(xj))*(yj) in the submachine with start

state 5. Similarly, there is a v in V for each (s,w) in H

such that s = (v,v/) and ((sx)*y)k' = ( ( ( v,v/)*y)k' =

(v;(xj ' ) )*(yj ' ) . The output function on a submachine is the

restriction of the output function of the automaton to the

states In the submachine.

Propos I tion 't . H 5 . Let ( V, A, . , q, P, *) and

(W, C, ., r, P, *) be machines such that A and C are disjoint

subsemigroups of a semigroup X and R and D are disjoint

subsemi groups of a semigroup Y. If there is a machine

(S' ,X, . , p, Y,*) that has fewer states than Vx'' and can

simulate the first tv/o machines, then at least one of the

first two is not minimal.
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Proof: Let j, j\ k, and k' be as in definition 4.01. Let

h be the mapping from V to egdulk states and h' be the

mapping from V.' to egdulk states such that (h,i,i) and

(h',i,i) are machine homomorphi sms to e?;du1k machines of

the type in proposition 3.15. Since S' has fewer states

than Vx''.', there is at least one pair of products ac and

B^c' in X such that pac = pa'c' in S' while (oa, re) ?«(aa ', re'

)

in VxV/. If qajSqa', then h is not one-to-one, since, for

any x and y in X, (yj ) : (xj ) ( (na)h) = (yj ) : (xj ) ( (o( (ac) j )h)

= (q((ac)j)(xj))*(yj) = (o( (acx) j ) )* (yj ) = ((oacx)*y)"k =

((pa'c'x)*y)k = (q( (a 'c' x) j ) ) *(yj ) = (o( (a '

c
' ) j (xj ) )* ( yj

)

= (yj):(xj)((o((a'c')j)h) = (yj ) : (xj ) ( (qa ' ) h) . If rc?5rc',

then h' is not one-to-one, since it can be shov;n in a

similar manner that ( rc)h ' = ( re ' )H ' . Hence, one of the two

homomorph i sms is not an isomorphism and, by proposition

3.16, one of the two machines is not minimal.

Proposi tion k. 06 . Let (V, A, .,n,*) and (V/, C,.,D,*)

be automata such that A and r are disjoint subsemi jrroups of

a semigroup X and R and D are disjoint suhsemi groups of a

semigroup Y. If there is an automaton (S',X,.,y,*) that

has fewer states than VxV,' and can simulate the first two

automata, then at least one of the first two Is not

minimal .

Proof: Let j, j', k, k', G, and H bo as in definition

U.02. Let h be the mapping from V to egdulk states and h'

be the mapping from V^ to egdulk s!:ates such that (h,i,i)

and (h',I,i) are automaton homomorph i sms of the type 'n
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proposition 3.08. Since S has fewer states than VxV/, there

is at least one distinct pair of elements of Vx'.', (v,w) and

(v',v/'), such that there is one element s in S for v/hich

both (s,v) and (s,v') are in G and both (s,w) and (s,v/')

are in H. If Vj^v', then h is not one-to-one, since, for

any x and y in X, (yj ) : (xj ) (vh) = (v(xj))*(yj) = ((sx)*y)i'

= (v'{xj))*(yj) = (yJ) :(xj)(v'h). If w^/', then h' is not

one-to-one, since, for any x and y in X, (yj '
) : (xj ' ) (v/h '

)

= (v/(xj •))*(yj ') = ((sx)*y)k' = (w' ( xj ' ) )^)yj '
) . Hence,

one of the two homomorphi sms is not an isomorphism and, by

proposition 3.10, one of the two automata is not minimal.

Propositions U.05 and 4.06 say that no

multiprogramming system is more efficient than the product

of efficient systems. V.'h i 1 e propositions 11.03 and U.Ofj

showed the existence of a mul t i pro'^rammi ng system

simulating any two given systems as an internal product

when its semigroups are free products of those of the

simulated systems. the following propositions examine some

of the properties of systems with other semigroups.

Proposi ti on tt . 07 . If the automata (S,X,.,Y,*),

(V,A,.,n,*), and (W,r,.,f^,*) as defined in definition h.r^l

are egdulk automata having the property that s*a is in R

and s*c is in D for each s in S, a in ^^ and c in ^ where

X is generated by AUC and P(v) and P(w) are, respectively,

the sets of all s such that (s,v) is In G and (s,u) is in

H for some u in V! and such that ('i,w) Is In H and (s,u') is

in G for some u' In V, then for each w in '/ ( P(v/) , A, . , ?, *

)
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is Isomorphic to (V,A, .,R,*) while for each v in V

(P(v),C, .,D,*) Is isomorphic to (V/, C, . , D, *)

.

Proof: if s is in the intersection of P(v) and P(v') where

V and v' are in V, then v=v' since for all a and a' in A

a'-:av = va*a' = (v(aj))*a'j) = (sa*a')k = (v' (aj ) )* (a' j ) =

v'a*a' - a':av'. If s is in the intersection of P(w) and

P(v/') where w and v/' are in VJ, then w=w'. There is at

least one s in the intersection of each P(v) and each P(w).

Assume that there is a (v,w) in VxW such that s and t are

in the intersection of P(v) and P(w). if s and t are

distinct, then there is come x and some y in X such that

y:xsj^y:xt, and since y is In the semigroup generated by

AUC, there are y' and y" in X and z in AUG such that

y = y'zy" and z : (xy ' )5j^2 : (xy ' ) t . If z is in A, then z:(xy')s

= (2:(xy')s)k = (zj ) : ( (xy ' ) j ) v = (z:(xy')t)i< = z:(xy')t.

Similarly, if z is in C, then z:(xy')s = z:(xy')t. Hence,

s and t cannot be distinct. For any w in V/, define the

mapping h from P(v') to V by restricting ^ to P(w)xV. For

any v in V, define the mapping h' by restricting H to

P(v)xW. The triples of mappings (h,j,k) and (h',j',k') are

automaton homomorphi sms. The triples of mappings

(h,j|A,k|R) and (h ' ,
j

' | C, k' | D) are automaton homomorph i sms

which, since they are one-to-one, are isomorphisms.

Propos 1 1 i on h . OS . If the machines (S,X,.,p,Y,*},

(V, A, . , q, P, *) , and (V.', C, . , r, D, * ) as defined In definition

U.Ol are egdulk machines having the property that s*a is In

B and s-*c Is In D for each s In S, a In A, and c In C where
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X is generated by AUC, then for each c in C the submachine

(T,A, .,pc, P,*) of (S,X, .,p,Y,*) is isomorphic to

(V/A, .,q, B, *) while for each a in A the submachine

(T',C, .,pa,D,*) of (S,X, .,p,Y,*) is Isomorphic to

(W,C, .,r,D,*).

Proof: The relations G and H of definition U.02 and

subsets P(v) and P(w) of proposition k.^7 can be defined.

For each vj in W ( P(\7) , A, ., B, *) is automaton isomorphic to

CV/A,.,B,*) and for each v in V ( P( v), C, .
, P, *) is automaton

isomorphic to (W,C,.,D,*) by proposition k.^7. Let c be

some element of C. Since (rc(xj ' ) )*( yj
' )

=

(r(cj')(xj '))*(yj') = (r((cx)j'))*(yj') = ((ncx)*y)k',

(pc, re) is in H and pc is in P(rc). Since ( rc(xj ' ) )*(yj '

)

(r(cj')(aj')(xj'))*(yj ') = ( r { (cax) J
' ) ) * (

yj
'

)

( (pcax)*y)k', pea is in P(rc) for all a in A, Since

(P( re). A, . ^ B, *) is automaton isomorphic to (V,A,.,t>^*)

which is the automaton of a machine, any element of P(rc)

can be expressed as pea. In particular, since (a(xj))*(yj)

= (q(cj)(xj ))*(yj) = (n((cx)j))*(yj) - (ncx*y)k, (pc)h=a

and each automaton Isomorphism is a machine isomorphism.

Similarly, each automaton isomorphism (h
' ,

j
' | C, k'

| P) as

defined using proposition k.f)7 is a machine isomorphism

v;ith (pa)h' = r.

Although the previous two propositions may seem

obvious and the conditions on the output function

unnecessary, there are egdulk automata v/hlch have their

state spaces contained in the first projections of both of
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the relations G and H and yet have more states than VxV'.

For example, for some s and t in S and a in A, the output

mapping might be defined so that s*a=d'bd and t*a=b v;here

b is in °> and d' and d are mutually inverse in D.

Proposition U.09 . Let the automata, mappings, and

relations be as defined in definition tt.02. If S is in the

first projections of both '^ and H, then there exist

automata (V, A, .,?,*), (W',C,.,n,*), and (V'x'a" , y, . , Z, *)

and semigroup homomorphi sms f":Y--Z, f:Z---B, and f':Z--D

and mappings h:V--V', h':W--W', h":S--V'xV'', g: V'x'/'' --V ,

and g' :V'xV.''--W' such that yf"f = yk and yf"f' = yk' for all y

in Y, (hd)f"=(db)f" for all b in B and d in 0,

(v',v7' )g=v 'and (v', w' )g'=v;' for all (v',w') in V'xV'',

sh"=(vh,wh') for all (s,v) in G and (s,w) in H, and the

triples of mappings (h, i , i ) : (V, A, . , P, *)--( V' , A, .
, '*, *),

(g,j/f):(V'xV'',X, .,Z,*)--(V',A, .,R,*),

(h", i,f"):(S,X, .,Y,*)--(V'xV.",X, .,Z,*),

(g ' , J
•

/ f ' ) : (V xVJ ',X,.,Z,*)--(V/',C, .,D,*),

(h', i, i ):(K', C, .,n,*)--(W',r, .,0,*) are

homomorph i sms

.

(S,X, .,Y,*)

(V,A,.,B,*) (h",i,f")

(h,i,;) ^^^(V'x'-",X,.,Z,*)

(V',A,.,P,*) ^j,f) (g',j',f'r(W',C,.,n,*)

Proof: iot E be the intersection of K(k) and K(k'), Z=X/p,

and f" btt the natural homonorohism froni Y to Z. For all b

in P and d in 0, since (bd) k=(bk) (dk)=be=eb=(dk) (bk) =(db>k

and

al 1 automaton

(W, C, .,n,*)

(h', i,i)
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and (bd)k'=ed=de=(db)k', it follows that (bd,db) Is in F,

(bd)f"=(db)f", and F. = K(f"). Since K(f") is a subset of

K(k) there is a unique horyomorph i sm f such that yk=yf"f for

all y in Y (CP). There is likewise a unique homomorphism

f such that yk'=yf"f' for all y in Y.

Let (V, A, .,'',*) and (VJ' , r, ., D^ *) be epdulk automata and

(h,i,i) and (h',i,i) the respective automaton homonorphi sms

from (V,A, .,Y,*) and (W,C,.,n,*) as defined in proposition

3.08. Let g be the projection from V'x'-" to V and e' the

projection to V''. if (s,v) and (s,v') are both in ^, then

vh=v'h because for all a and a' in A

a':a(vh)=va*a'=((sa)*a')k=v'a*a'=a':a(v'h). Similarly

wh'=w'h' if (s,v/) and (s,v/') are both in !'. The mapping h"

is defined by sh" = (vh, v/h ' ) v/here (s,v) is in G and (s/V/) In

H.

For the transition and output functions of ( V'xW , X, .
, 7, *)

define (vh,wh ' ) x= ( (vh) (x j ), (wh ' ) (xj ' )

)

and

(vh,wh')*x=((vh)*(xj))((wh')*(xj ')). That (vh,wh' )* (xy ) =

( ( vh ) * ( ( xy ) j ) ) ( (wh '
) * ( ( xy )

j
' )

)

( ( vh ) *• ( X j ) ) ( ( vh ) ( X j ) * ( y j ) ) ( (wh ' ) * ( x j '
) ) ( (v/h '

) ( x j ' ) * ( y j '
)

)

= ( ( vh ) * ( X j ) ) ( ( wh '
) * ( X

j
' ) ) ( ( vh ) ( x j ) * ( y j ) ) ( (wh ' ) ( x

j
'

) * ( y
j

' )

)

= ( {vh,wh ' ) *x) ( (vh, v;h ' )x*y) for all x and y in X,

(vh,wh')*a = ((vh)*(aj))((wh')*(aj ')) = ((vh)*a)e = (vh)*a

for all a in A, and (vh,wh')*c = (v/h')*c for all c In r

whenever (vh,wh') is in V'xW shows that ( V xVf' , v,
. , Z, *) is

the internal product automaton of (V'/A, .,^,*) and

(W',C,.,n,*). Since j and g are semigroup homomorphi sns
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and ((vh,wh')*x)f = ( ( ( vh)*(xj ) ) ( (wh' *(xj ' ) ) )

f

(((vh)*(xj))f)(((wh')*(xj'))f) = ((vh)*(xj))e

( (vh,wh ' )g)*(x j ), (p;/j/f) is an automaton homomorDhi sm.

The triple (p'/J'/f) is also an automaton homomornhi sm.

Since (sh")*x= (vh,wh')*x = ( ( vh)* (xj ) ) ( (v/h ' )*(xj ' ) ) =

(s*x)f" for all (s,v) in C-, (s,vi) in H, and x in X,

(h",i,f") is an automaton homomorph i sm.

ProDosi ti on it . 1 . Let the machines and mappings be

defined as in definition 't.Ol. There exist machines

(V',A, .,qh,R,*), (W',C, .,rh,C,*), and

(V xV,'' , X, ., (qh^ rh)/ ?/ *) and semigroup homomorphi sms t", f,

and f, and mappings h, h', h", g, and g' as in proposition

k.09 such that yf"f = yk and yff =yk' for all y in v,

(bd)f"=(db)f" for all b in R and d in D, (v',w)g=v' and

(v',w')g'=^v/' for all (v',w') In V'xW,

(px)h"=((q(xj))h,(r(xj'))h) for all x in X, and the triples

of mappings (h, i
, i ) : (V, A, . ,

q, ", *)-- ( V', A, . ,qh, " , *),

(g/j/f ):(V'xV/',X, .,(oh,rh'),Z,*)--(V',A, .,qh,B,*),

(h", i,f"):(S,X, .,p,Y,*)--(S,X, ., (ah, rh '),?,*),

(g'/j ',f '):(V'xV",X, ., (ch,rh'),Z,*)--(W',C, .,rh',n,*), and

(hM, i ):(W,C, .,r,D,*)--(W',C, .,rh',n,*) are all machine

homomorphi sms.

(S,X,.,p,Y,*)

(V,A,.,q,R,*) (h'M,f") (W,C,.,r,n,*)

(h,I,l) .(V'xV",X, .,(rh,ch'),D,*). (hM,i)|

{V',A,.,ph,R,*) (g,j,f) (g'^j'.f) fW,r,.,qh\n,*)
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Proof: Let G be the set of all (px,q(xj)) and w the set of

all (px,r(xj')) such that x is in X. S Is the first

projection of both G and H and (S,X/.,Y,*) is a

multiprogramming automaton simulating (V^A, .,Pv*) and

CW, C, ., D, *) . The existence of the automata and automaton

homomorphl sms follov;s from proposition '1.09. Since (p^q)

is in G and (p,r) is in H, ph" = ( vh,v/h ' ) . By proposition

3.15, (h,i,i) and (h',i,l) are machine homomorphi sms.

Since (ph")-=(oh, rh ' )g = ah and ( ph").'r ' = (ah, rh '
) - ' = rh '

,

(h,i,i) and (h',i/i) are machine homomorphi sms.

Proposition h .11 . If (S',X',.,Y',*) is a

multiprogramming automaton simulating (V/A/.,B,*) and

(V7,C,.,D,*) and is a subautomaton of (S", X", . , Y", * ), then

(S",X", .,Y",*) simulates (V,A, .,R,*) and (W,C,.,n,*).

Proof: The automaton (S,X,.,Y,*) of the definition Is also

a subatomaton of (S", X",
. , Y", *) . The mappings from S, X,

and Y and the relations G and H serve to shov/ that any

automaton with this subautomaton simulates (V/A, .,r,*) and

(W,C, .,D,*).

Proposition h. 12 . If (S ' ,
X

' , . , p, Y
'
, *) is a

multiprogramming machine simulating ( V, /^^ ., q, °>, *) and

(W,C, .,r,n,*) and is a submachine of (S", X",
. , p, Y", * ) , then

(S",X", .,p,Y",*) simulates ( V, A, . , q, R, * ) and (W, C, . , r, P, * ) .

Proof: The machine (S, X, . , p, Y, ^-) of thp definition Is also

a submachine of (S", X", . .. p, Y", *) with the same start state.

The mappings from S, X, and Y serve to show that any

machine v/l th the same start state which has this machine as
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a submachine simulates (V, A, ., q, B, *) and (W, C, . , r, C^ *)

.

Proposi tion h. 13 . If ( V , A' , ., q, R' , *) and

(V/' ,C*, . , r, r' , *) are respectively submachines of

(V,A, .,q, B,*) and (W, C, . , r, D . *) and the latter pair of

machines is simulated by (S ' ,
X

' , . , p, Y' , *), then the former

pair of machines is also simulated by the same

multiprogramming machine.

Proof: Let X" be the subsemi ciroup of X' generated by the

union of A' and C. let (S", X", . , p, Y", *) be a submachine

of (S',X', .,p, Y',*) . Since X" is a subsemi p,roup of X,

(S",X", ., p, Y",*) is a submachine of the (S, X, . , p, Y, *)

defined in definition U.Ol. The restrictions of j and j'

to X" and of k and k' to Y" are the mappineis which show

that (S',X\ .,p,Y',*) simulates ( V, A' , ., q, R * , *) and

(K",C',.,r,D',*).

Proposition k.lk . If (V , A' , .
,
R
', *) and

d'J' , C , . , D' , *) are respectively subautomata of (V,A,.,R,*)

and (V/,C, .,D,*) and the latter pair of automata is

simulated by (S ' , X ' , . ,
Y

'
, *) , then the former pair of

automata is also simulated by the same multiprogramming

automaton. * .

Proof: Let X" be the subsemi proup of X' generated by the

union of A' and C'. Since X" is a subsemi rroup of X, there

Is a subsemlgroup Y" of Y such that (S, X", ., Y", *) is a

subautoiraton of (S,X,.,Y,*) as defined in definition 'i.02.

The relations H and H and the restrictions of j and j' to

X" and of k and k' to Y" show that (S ' ,
X

' , .
, Y' , *) simulates
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(V',A',.,B',*) and (\1\C\ . ,T}\*) .

Propos i ti on tt. 15 . Any machine is trivially a

mul ti programmino; machine.

Proof: Let (S, X, . , p, Y, * ) = {V, A, . , q, p, *) and let (W,r,.,r,*)

be a single state machine vfith input and output semigroups

having only single elements. j and k are identity mappings

on X and Y v/hile j' and k' map all elements of each to its

identity element.

Proposi t i on ti . 16 . Any automaton is trivially a

multiprogramming automaton.

Proof: l-et (S, X, ., Y, *) = (V, A, . , B, *) and let (W, r, .,0,^0 be

a single state machine v^ith input and output semigroups

having only single elements. j and k are identity mappings

on X and Y while j' and k' map all elements of each to its

Identity element. G is the identity relation on S while H

Is the set of all (s,w) such that s is in S and w is the

element of V.'.

Def i ni ti on U. 17 . A Trivial f'cnoid is a monoid v/ith

a single element.

Def ini ti on U . 1

8

. A Trivial Machine, Automaton,

Semimachine, or Semi automaton is one with a trivial input

semi group.

As a result of proposition fi.l3, the investigation

of the existence of a pair of nontrivial machines which a

given machine (S ' ,
X

' , . , p, Y
'
, *) cen simulate can be limited

to machines v/ith cyclic subsemi groups of X' for input.

This investigation can be fur':her limitfid to nontrivial
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cyclic monoids without proper minimal nontrivial submonold.

Propos i tion JlJLB.* Hvery nontrivial monoid

contains a submonold where the identity of the submonoid is

that of the monoid of one of the following types: a 2-

element semilattice, a group of prime order, or an infinite

order cyclic monoid. Each of these is nontrivial but

contains no nontrivial proper submonolds.

Proof: Any element other than the identity of a monoid

generates a cyclic submonoid. A cyclic monoid contains an

identity element and all powers of some element b. If the

monoid is infinite, any submonoid Is either the trivial one

or a monoid generated by some power of b. Neither type Is

both minimal and nontrivial. If the monoid Is finite, some

power of b is an idempotent. If this Idempotent is not the

identity, the monoid consisting of the idempotent power of

b and the identity Is a ^-element semllattice every

submonold of which is trivial. If this Idempotent is the

identity, let the n-th power of b be the identity. If n is

prime, there is only one submonoid and it Is trivial. If

n is not prime and n/m is prime, the m-th power of b

generates a nontrivial submonold of order n/m.

Proposition U.20 . If (S
' , X ', ., Y' , *) is a

multiprogramming automaton simulating two nontrivial

automata or If (S ' ,X ', ., p, Y' ) Is a mul t i pro«rrammi ng machine

simulating tv/o nontrivial machines, then there are in X*

two elements a and c which generate monoids of prime or
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power of c is the identity.

Proof: If (S',X ' , .,Y ', *) simulates nontrlvial automata

(V,A/./^/*) and (V/.. C, ., P, *), A and C are nontrivial and

there are, by proposition '.19, an a in A and a c in C

which generate submonoids of prime or infinite order. If

X is a power of both a and c, then xj=x because it is a

pov;er of a while x=xj=e because it is a power of c.

Proposition h.^l . If (S ' ,
X

» , . , y ' , *) is an

automaton such that there are elements a and c in X' such

that the monoid generated by eacli is either infinite or a

group of prime order or a semi lattice of order two and the

natural homomorphism from the monoid X generated by a and

c to X/E wfiere E is the congruence on X generated by

(ac,ca) is one-to-one v/hen restricted to the setv/ise

product of the cyclic monoid generated by a and that

generated by c, then there are nontrivial automata

^\',^,.,^,*) and (V,',C, .,D,*) such that (S',X',.,Y',*)

simulates them.

Proof: Let (S/X,.,Y,*) be any subautomaton such that X is

generated by a and c. L'^t A be the submonoid generated by

a and C that generated by c. Let f be the natural

homomorphism from X to X/F. For any x in X there is a

unique a' in A and a unique c' in C such that xf=(a'c')f.

Define j and j' such that xj=a' and xj'=c' for each x in X.

These mappings are endonorphi sms since for any x and y in

X (yf)(yf) = ((xj)(;cj'))f ((yj)(yj'))f
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((xj)(xj ')(yj)(yj'))f = ((xj)(yj)(xj ')(yj'>)f

((xy) j (xy) j ')f =-- (xy)f. Let k and k' be the constant

mappings from Y to the identity of Y. Let the machines

(S,A, .,R,#) and {S,C,.,n,#) be defined with transition

functions agreeing with (S,X, .,Y,*) and all output the

identity. Lot and !! be the identity relation on S. For

all X and y in X and all (s,s) in G ( (sx)*y)k=(s (xj ) )'Myj )

.

For all K and y in X and all (s,s) in H

((sx)*y)k'=(s(xj'))#(yj').

Proposition tt.22. If (S',X',.,p,Y',*) is a machine

such that there are elements a and c in X' such that the

monoid generated by each is either infinite or a group of

prime order or a semi lattice of order two and the natural

homomorphism from the monoid X generated by a and c to X/E

where E is the congruence on X generated by (ac,ca) is one-

to-one when restricted to the setwise product of tlie cyclic

monoid generated by a and that generated by c, then there

are nontrivial machines ( V, A, . , q, B, *) and (.V},r,.,r,^^*)

such that (S' ,X ' , .,p^ Y', *) simulates them.

Proof: By proposition U.21/ the automaton of this machine

simulates tv/o nontrivial machines. ^v proposition 'f.ltj, it

simulates the automaton of any submachine of them. Any

submachine of a nontrivial automaton which has the same

input monoid is likev/ise nontrivial. in particular, the

automaton of any submachine stcsrting with a state a such

that (P/O) is in G or state r such that (o,r) is in M is

simulated as automaton by the automaton (S' , X ', . , Y ' , *) .
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Hence, ( (Dx)*y)k=(q (xj ) )* (yj ) and ( ( px)*y)k' =( r (xj ' ) )*(yj '

)

and they are simulated as machines.
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Sect i on 2: Free Mono! ds of I nout and Output

Def i ni t ion ii . 23 . The relation C(R) is defined for

any relation R on the jrenerators of a finitely ppnerated

free monoid X to be the congruence relation f^enerated by

the set of all pairs (ah,ba) such that a and b are

generators of X but neither (a,b) nor (b,a) is in r>.

ProDos i t i on U . ?U . A necessary and sufficient

condition for C(0) to be a subset of C(R) is that R be a

subset of the union of 0, the inverse relation of n, and

the identity relation.

Proof: Assume that for every (a,b) in R either a-b, (a,b)

Is in 0, or (b,a) is in n. Let x and y be tv;o elements of

the finitely generated free monoid X such that (x,y) is in

C(Q). Either there is a finite sequence of v/ords

x',x"/ . . . , y", y' such that x differs from x', y' differs

from y, and each v;ord In the sequence differs from the next

only in the transposition of two distinct generators which

are not related by or the inverse of or x differs from

y only In the same manner or x==y. In the first case each

of the pairs (x,x'), (x',x"), ..., (v*\v^), and (y',y) is

In the congruence relation C{R) since thp transposed pair

of generetors was not in either ^ or its Inverse and hence

not In R. In the second case (x,y) is similarly In r(R).
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In the last case (x,y) is in C(R) because it is an

equivalence relation.

Assume now that there is a pair (a,b) of distinct

generators which is in P but in neither <"' nor its inverse.

The pair of words (ab,ba) is in r(0). Since there is no

word v/hich differs from ab only in the transposition of two

generators not related by P, (ab,ab) is the only pair in

C(R) v/ith ab for an entry. Since ab;?ba, (ab^ba) is not in

C(R).

Prooos i t i on U . ? 5 . If P and '^ are equivalence

relations/ then a necessary and sufficient condition for

C(Q) to be a subset of C(R) is that R be a subset of 0.

Proof: This is a corollary of proposition '.2H since is

its own inverse and contains the identity relation.

Propos i t i on 't . ? 6 . If X is the free monoid

generated by the finite set X', then for any R in X'xX'

C(X'xX')<.C(R)lC( l) = C(0) where I is the identity relation

and the empty seii.

Proof: Since I U;i= I IIKRUKX ' xV ' , this is another corollary

of proposition 't.2't.

Proposition 't.?7 . If P is an eauivalence relation

on the generators of a finitely /generated free monoid X and

P(l), P(?), . . .
, P(m) are the equivalence classes of P^ then

for each x in X there are elements a,b, ...,d respectively

of the free monoids generated by P(1 ), ^^(2 ),..., ''(m) such

that (x^ab. . .d) is in C(R).
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since e=ce...e and for each generator z z=e. . . eze. . . e.

Assume for any m greater than 1 that the proposition is

true for ail -words of length l^ss than m. Let x be any

v/ord of length m. Since x is the product of two words, z'

of length m-1 and z of lenerth 1, (z',ab...d) and

(x^ab...dz) are in C(R). If z is in the monoid generated

by P(m), so is dz. Otherv/Ise if ab...d = y'y where z is in

P(m') y' is a product of elements from ^(1) through P(rr'-l)

and y a product of elements from f'Cn' + l) through P(n)

(yz.zy) is in C(R) because y=e or the seouence of words

v/lth z transposed v/ith each of the generators of y has each

element C(R) related to yz . Finally (x, ab. . .cz. . . d) v/here

cz is in the monoid generated by P(n').

Propos i tio n U. 2?^ . If the semigroups A and C of

definition li.ni or 4.02 are finitely generated free monoids

and X is their free product and P is the eaulvalence

relation on the generators of X with the generators of A in

one class and those of C in the other, r(R) is the

Intersection of the kernels K(J) and K(j'). If the output

semigroups B, D, and Y are similarly related and D is the

analogous relation on the generators of Y, r(0) is the

Intersection of the kernels K(.k) and K(!<').

Proof: Each kernel of a homomorphism Is a congruence

relation. The intersection of congruence relations is a

congruence relation. For each a in A and c In C

(ac) j = Caj ) (cj )=ae = e5=(cj ) (aj ) = (co)

j

and
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(ac) j '=ec=ce=(ca)J ' . Since each pair (ac,ca) anH (ca,ac)

where a is in A and c in C is in the intersection of the

kernels K(j) and K(J') and C(R) is the congruence pienerated

by such paIrS/ C(R) is a subset of the intersection of

kernels. For each x in X there are a in A and c in C such

that a=aj=xj and c=cj'=xj'. If (x,y) is in the

intersection of the kernels, a=yj and c=yj ' . From

proposition ft.l't, there are a' in A and c' in C such that

(a'c',x) is in C(P). Since C(P) is In the intersection of

kernels, a' = (a 'c ' )
j =xj =a and c ' = (a '

c'
)
J

' =x j
' =c and (x,ac)

is In C(R). Similarly (y,ac) Is in r(R). Hence the

intersection of K(j) and K(j') Is in C(R). The

intersection of K(k) and K(k') is shown to be equal to C(0)

by a similar argument.

Proposition U.?^ . If the monoids A, R, C, 0, X,

and Y and the mappings j, j', k, and k' are defined as in

proposition tj.28, then for all x In X and y In Y xj'=e only

if xj=x, xj=e only if xj'=x, yk'=e only if yk=y, and yk=e

only if yk'=y.

Proof: Py proposition 'i.27, for each x in X there are a in

A and c in C such that (x,ac) is in C(R) where R is defined

as in proposition ti.l'K Since C(R) Is In ^(j*), if xj'=e,

then e=(ac) J ' = (a j '
) (cj ' ) ='^(cj ' ) =c. Since ac=ae is C(R)

related only to itself, x-ae=a and xj=nj=x. The proof of

each of the other parts of this proposition Is similar.
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Proposition tt.30 . If (S,X,.,Y,*) !s an automaton

with Y a finitely generated free monoid, then s*p=e for all

s In S.

Proof: For any s in S, s*e=s* (^e) =(5*e) (se*e) =(s*e) (s*e)

.

Since the only idenpotent In a free monoid is tho identity,

s*e=e.

Proposition U.31 . If the machines (S, X, . , p,Y, *)

,

(V,A, .,q,B,*), and (V/, C, . , r, D, *) as defined in definition

ij.Ol are egdulk machines and A, ^, C, D, X, and Y are free

monoids v/here the set of .p;enerators of X I s the union of

the sets of generators of A and C and the- set of r:rrnerator5

of Y Is the union of the sets of generators of ^' and D,

then for each c In C the submachine (T, A, . , pc, '^,* ) of

(5,X,.,p, Y,*) is isomorphic to ( V, A, . , q, R, *) while for each

a In A the submachine (T' ,C,
. , oa, D, *) of (S, X, . , r, Y, *) Is

isomorphic to ('/, C, . , r, n, *) .

Proof: Since (se*a) k
' -(s(ej ' ) )* (aj ' )=se*e=e by proposition

U.30, ve*3 = (se*a) !-.=se*a by proposition U.^O for all a in A.

Similarly v/e*c=se*c for all c In C. Proposition I|.08

completes the proof.

Proposition ti.32 . If the automata (S,X,.,Y,*),

(V,A,.,B,*), and (W,C,.,n,*) as defined in definition 'f.n2

arc egdulk automata and A, 5, C, D, X, and Y are free

monoids vhere the set of generators of X is the union of

the sets of generators of A and C and the set of generators

of Y Is the union of the sets of generators of B and D and

P(v) and P(v/) are defined as in proposition ^.07, then for
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each w in V/ (P(w)/ A, ., B,*) Is Isomorphic to (V^A^.^R,*)

while for each v In V (P(v) , C, .
,0, *) Is Isomorohic to

(W,C,.,D,*).

Proof: Since (se*a) k ' =se*e=e by proposition '^.30 and

ve*a = (se*a)!< = se*a by proposition k.29, the result Is

immediate from proposition ^.07.

Proposi t Ion t».33 . Any machine (S ' , X ' , .^ p, Y ' , *)

with X' a noncycllc free monoid Is, nontrl vl al 1y, a

multiprogramming machine.

Proof: Let a and c be any two distinct generators of X*.

The submonold X generated by a and c is the free product

monoid of the cyclic submonoids generated by a and by c.

Let E be C(l). C(l) Is the congruence relation generated

by (aC/Ca). If a' and a" are pov/ers of a and c' and c" are

powers of c and (a'c',a"c") Is in r(|), then a'=a" and

c'=c". Hence, the natural homomorphism onto X/E Is one-to-

one from the setwise product of the cyclic monoids

generated by a and by c In that order. By proposition

I*. 22, there are non-trivial machines (V, A, . ,q, B, *) and

(W,C, .,r,D,*) such that (S
'
,X ', ., p, Y

'
, *) simulates them.

Proposi tlon k,3k . Any automaton (S • ,
X
', . ,Y' , *)

with X* a noncycllc free monoid is, nontr I vial 1 y, a

multiprogramming automaton.

Proof: Once more let a and c be distinct generators of X'

and E be C(l) where I Is the Identity relation on the set

with elements a and b. By proposition f».?l there are

nontrlvlal automata (V,A,.,P,*) and (W,r,.,n,*) such that
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(S' ,X', .,Y',*) simulates them.

Proposi tion ti.35 . Let (S ' , X ' , . , p, Y ' , *) be a

machine where X' and Y' are both noncyclic free monoids and

each px*x' such that x is an element of X' and x' is a

generator of X' is one of the generators of Y'. The

existence of generators a and c of X' such that px*aj*px'*c

for all x and x' in the submonoid generated by a and c is

a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of

machines (V, A, .
,q, P,*) and (W, C, .

, r, P, *) where

(S' ,
X

' , . , p, Y' , *) simulates them and each venerator of

cither A or C is a generator of X' and for each generator

a of A and c of C and each element x of the free product

monoid of A and C q(xj)*a and r(xj')*c am generators of

v.

Proof: Let (S' ,
X

' , . , p, Y
'

, *) be a machine which simulates

machines (V, A, .
,q, P, *) and (W, C, ., r, P, *) with the stated

properties. For any generators a of A and c of C and

element x of the free product monoid of A and C

q(xj )*a=a(xj )* (aj ) = (px* j )!<' is a generator of Y'. Since

(px '*c)k = p(x ' j ) *(cj )=p(x ' j )*e = e for any x' of the free

product monoid of A and C, px'*c can not be equal to px*a

for any x' in the free product monoid.

Conversely, let a and c be generators of X' such that

px*aj^px'*c for all x and x' In the submonoid X generated by

a and c. Each px*a and px*c are generators of X'. Ry

proposition h.Z5, there are nontrivial machines v/hlch

(S ' , X
' , . , p, Y* ) simulates as a multiprogramming machine.
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Let (V^A^wP) and (W,C,.^r) be the semimachlnes of these

machines and define new output functions on them by

v*a=b=p*a for any v in V and w*c=d=p*c for any w in W. If

a' is a power of a and c' Is a power of c, then

q*(a'a)=(q*a')(qa'*a)=(a*a')(q*a) and

r*(c'c)=( r*c' ) (rc'*c)=(r*c' ) (r*c) . Hence, if a' is the m-

th power of a and c' is the n-th power of C/ then q*a' is

the m-th power of b and r*c' Is the n-th power of d. Since

the submonoid generated by all of the elements of Y' of the

form px*a and px*c is a free monoid on the subset of the

generators of Y' and the 'px*a are distinct from the px*c

and b and d generate free submonoids, there are

homomorphi sms l< and k' such that (px*a)k=b,

(px*c)k=e=(px*c)k', and (px*c)k'=d. For any x and x' in X,

(q(x'j))*(xj)=a*(xj)=(p*(xj))k=(p(x' j)*(xj))k and

(r(x'j'))*(xj ') = r*(xj') = (p*(xj'))k'=(p(xM')*(xj'))k' . The

machine (S' /X ', .,p, Y' ,*) simulates the machines

(V, A, .,q, B,*) and (W,C, .,r,*) where B is generated by b and

D Is generated by d.

There are machines which have px*a=px'*c for some

generators a and c and x and x' In the submonoid they

generate but can simulate machines with free monoids for

both input and output where all outouts from generators of

the Input monoid are generators of the output monoid. The

following example of a machine \^/i th two generators for each

of the Input and output monoids will serve to illustrate

this point.
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Let the transition and output functions be as foHov/s

. t t' t" u u' ll"

1 t ' t t u ' u u

11 t" u t' u" t u"

* t t' t" u u' u"
01 n 1 1 1

II 1 1 1

The machine CS ' ,
X

' , . , t, Y
'
, * ) has l=t*n=tl* l=t"-l, but the

submachine (S,X, . , t, Y, *) where X is eienerated by 00, r^l,

and 10 has the follov/Ing transition and output functions:

> t U * t !!

001 t u 001 no 01
01! u t oil 01 00
101 t u 101 11 11

Since 01=-t*ni7't*10=u*10 = ll^u*01 = 00, (S, X, . , t, Y, *) simulates

machines of the desired type. In particular:

2 V
00! q
nil V
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Proposi tion U.36 . Let ( S ' ,
X

' , . ,
Y

'
, * ) be an

automaton where X' and Y' are both noncyclic free nonolds

and each s*x such that s Is in S and x is one of the

generators of X' is one of the generators of Y'. The

existence of a state p in S* and of generators a and c of

X' such that px*aj^px'*c for all x and x' in the subnonoid

generated by a and c is a necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of automata (V/A, .,R,*) and

(V;,C,.,D,*) where (S '
^ X ' , . , Y ' , * ) simulates them and each

generator of either A or C is a p:enerator of X' and for

each V in V and w in 1/ v*a and w*c are j^enerators of Y'.

Proof: Let (S ' , X ' , . ^ Y ' , * ) be an automaton which simulates

automata (V,A, .,B,*) and (.\!,C,.,D,*) with the stated

properties. Let q and r be elements of V and V!

respectively. There is an element p of S' such tl^at (n^q)

is in G and (.r^^r) is in H. The submachine with start state

p simulates the submachines v/i th start states q and r. By

proposition h.ZS, there exist generators a and c such that

px*a^px'*c for all x and x' in the submonoid generated by

a and c.
'

Conversely, let p, a, and c be such that px*ai*px'*c for all

X and x' in the submonoid generated by a and c. Ry

proposition k.55, there are machines ( V, A, . , a, p, *) and

(W,C, ., r,D,*) such that the submachine of (S ' , X ' , . ,Y '
, *

)

with start state p simulates them. The relation H can be

defined as the set of all (nx,qx) and the relation !' as the
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set of all (px/Tx) where x Is in the free product of A and

C.

The automata of the machines in the previous

example^ with (t^q) and (t/V) in G: and (t,r) and (u,r) in

H and the same homomorphi sms, illustrates that an automaton

might simulate two automata v;i th free semigroups of input

and output v;here each output from any generator of the

input is a generator of the output even though it can not

simulate any with these same properties where the

generators of the monoids of the simulated automata are

generators o^ the monoids of the simulating automaton.
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